The recent popularity of Matthew Thomas’s *We Are Not Ourselves* has focused attention on the many other novels in the Newton Free Library written about Irish American individuals and families. Some of the novels are sad and bittersweet. More of them are upbeat and life-affirming. However, all of the stories tell something about the experiences of Irish heritage immigrants and their children in America, with many backward glances and recollections of the storied country that they came from.

The books on this listing are shelved in the Fiction section on the second floor. The books are arranged on the shelves by the author’s last name. The “call number” for the books is listed after the date of publication for each book. To find other books of a similar interest, you can do a **Subject search** by using one or more of the following subjects: **Irish American families – Fiction; Irish American Women – Fiction; or, Irish Americans – United States – Fiction.** Ask a Reference Librarian, if you need help in locating a particular book.
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